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I. INTRO 
A. Have you ever thought about the difference between ‘happiness’ and ‘joy’? 

1. While they share some momentary similarities, ‘happiness’ and ‘joy’ are really 
quite distinctive… 

2. ‘Happiness’ comes from the same root word as ‘happenstance’ and is related 
primarily to our circumstances.  The prefix ‘hap’ means luck. 

3. Joy, on the other hand, is an orientation of the heart.  
a. Joy is a settled state of contentment, confidence, and hope.  
b. Joy is something (or Someone) that provides the source of happiness.  
c. Happiness is external while JOY is internal (calm delight). 

B. With these distinctions in mind, we will begin a summer series today entitled Red Ink.  
The subtitle, you’ll notice from the bookmark in your program, is: ‘The Unlikely Route 
To Joy.’  Please turn to Luke 6:17-26.  This passage will lay the foundation for our series.  
And I have titled the sermon, ‘The Upside-Down Kingdom.’  This morning I want us to 
consider the differences between the Upside-Down Kingdom and the Right-Side-Up 
Kingdom. 

C. I will read our passage, then pray and ask God to open our hearts and then we’ll 
continue… 

D. Luke 6 describes a shorter version of the Sermon on the Mount and the Beatitudes than 
is found in Matthew 5.   

1. Some Bible commentators believe that Matthew and Luke are giving their own 
perspective of the same sermon, other commentators say Jesus is giving a variation 
of the same sermon at a different time and place.  

2. In any case the common denominator in both narratives is a mountain.  What is the 
significance of Jesus hiking up and down mountains as His ministry begins? 

3. From the beginning of recorded history mountains have been where revolutionaries 
and subversives retreated to hide out, strategize, and train their comrades (i.e., 
think of how the mountains of Afghanistan have been such a challenge…). 

4. Jesus is the most revolutionary person who ever lived - and the purpose of His 
coming was to initiate a revolution.  When Jesus Christ showed up He announces 
the old kingdom is going to crumble and that He has come to establish a new 
kingdom.  We see this clearly in the early chapters of both Matthew and Luke’s 
gospel accounts – and in the opening verses of Acts… 

a. Matthew 3:2: “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” 
b. Matthew 4:17: “From that time Jesus began to preach and say, ‘Repent, for 

the kingdom of heaven is at hand.’” 
c. Luke 1:33b: “…His kingdom will have no end.” 

d. Luke 4:43: (Jesus says) “I must preach the kingdom of God to the other cities 
also, for I was sent for this purpose.” 
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e. Acts 1:3: “To these [Jesus] also presented Himself alive after His suffering, by 
many convincing proofs, appearing to them over a period of forty days and 
speaking of the things concerning the kingdom of God.” 

5. The message of Jesus was revolutionary and subversive 2,000 years ago -- and it 
still is. The grace He proclaimed is a radical grace, designed to usher in a 
radically new way of life.1 

6. And here’s a vital implication that we will come back to:  Every person on the 
planet is a citizen of one kingdom or the other.  There is no overlap.  (We may 
think or hope there is – but, I would contend that there is not.) 

E. Luke 6:24-26 articulates the core values of the Right-Side-Up Kingdom.  We call it the 
Right-Side-Up Kingdom because, left to our own devices, it’s the most natural and 
intuitive way to live.  

1. (6:24) “Woe to you who are rich.”  This speaks of those who value money and 
power above all else. (Notice I said ‘above all else’…) 

2. (6:25) “Woe to you who are well-fed now.”  This speaks of those who value 
material comfort above all else.  (How much is enough?) 

3. (6:25) “Woe to you who laugh now.”  In the original language the word laugh is a 
negative word, meaning scornful gloating.  It speaks of those who value winning 
at all costs. 

4. (6:26) “Woe to you when all men speak well of you.”  This speaks of those who 
value recognition, acclaim, and popularity above all else. 

5. As we can see by these Right-Side-Up Kingdom values, not much has changed in 
the last 2,000 years.  These values are well-entrenched in 21st century America. 

F. As a side note, we could also think of these Right-Side-Up Kingdom values as cultural 
idols.  In Tim Keller’s book Counterfeit Gods he defines modern day idolatry as “making 
good things into ultimate things.”2  Natural tendency of the human heart is to take 
good things and make them ultimate things. 

G. When Jesus Christ shows up He announces the Right-Side-Up Kingdom is going to 
crumble.  What Jesus is saying here in implementing the Upside-Down Kingdom seems 
to go against everything that feels so natural to believe.  Look at Luke 6:20-22: 

1. (6:20) Blessed are the poor (Why choose weakness over power?) 
2. (6:21) Blessed are the hungry (Why choose sacrifice over comfort?) 
3. (6:21) Blessed are those who weep now (Why choose grief over winning?) 
4. (6:22) Blessed are you when you are hated, ostracized, insulted, and scorned (Why 

choose exclusion and rejection over recognition and acclaim?) 

                                                
1 Robert Thornton Henderson. Subversive Jesus, Radical Grace : Relating Christ to a New Generation, 
Navpress (June 2001). 
2 Counterfeit Gods, Tim Keller, Dutton, 2009:x. 
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H. Why in the world would anyone choose these Upside-Down Kingdom values over the 
Right-Side-Up Kingdom values?   

1. The longer answer is what we will be considering over the next few weeks as we 
examine each of the (longer list of the) beatitudes from Matthew 5.   

2. The short answer is that the Upside-Down Kingdom values place us squarely on the 
unlikely pathway to a deep and abiding joy.  The Right-Side-Up Kingdom values (I 
would propose) are a mirage – full of promise but lacking in residential joy. 

I. To elaborate on this, I would like to ask three questions that will help us to see the value 
of this Upside-Down Kingdom – and what Jesus came to do.  Jesus, the subversive, 
revolutionary came to ESTABLISH, EMPOWER, and EXTEND the Kingdom of God.  
I will give you an abbreviated theological perspective on each one of these statements 
and then I’d like to conclude by asking you a very important question… 

1. How did Jesus ESTABLISH the Kingdom of God? 
a. The gospel is not advice, it is news.  It is the ultimate good news regarding an 

event rooted in history.  Theologians call this The Christ Event.3  It speaks 
of the five-fold nature of the incarnation (i.e., God condescended to become 
flesh): The birth, ministry, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus to sit 
at the right-hand of God (Rom 8:34). 

b. The Christ Event ESTABLISHES the Kingdom of God on the earth.   
c. The Kingdom of God will be consummated at the second coming of Jesus – 

and we have the privilege of living in the in-between time period (‘Church 
Age’). 

 
2. How does Jesus EMPOWER the Kingdom of God? 

a. Look at Luke 6:19.  Where does the power come from? …For power was 
coming from Him and healing them all.   

                                                
3 George Eldon Ladd, Art. “Unity and Variety in New Testament Faith,” Christianity Today, Nov. 19,1965. 
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b. If Jesus was just a good moral teacher – or, merely an example for us to 
follow, then to tell people to “be like Jesus” would actually be a huge burden.  
But, if He is who He said He is then we can look to His power to save us, to 
reconcile us, to heal us, and to change us. 

c. Martin Luther called this the Great Exchange: “Lord Jesus, you are my 
righteousness, just as I am your sin. You have taken upon yourself what is 
mine and have given me what is yours. You have taken upon yourself what 
you were not and have given to me what I was not.” (Jesus takes on our 
sinfulness and we take on His righteousness.) 

d. This, in fact, is what the word “Blessed” means – to be ‘deeply satisfied.’  So 
when the Bible says, “Blessed are the poor” it means these are the people 
who have broken free of the Right-Side-Up Kingdom values (or idols) and 
have found contentment, joy, and delight in whatever circumstances they find 
themselves.  They have experienced the Great Exchange. 

e. Phil 4:12: “I have learned the secret of being content in any and every 
situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want.” 

3. How does Jesus EXTEND the kingdom of God? 
a. In a word, the answer to that question is an empowered YOU.  

b. Once we have broken free of the Right-Side-Up Kingdom values and idols – 
and begun to find joy and contentment in every circumstance, we will lift our 
hands and our hearts in unbridled worship of the living God. 

c. One pastor/theologian has said:  We do not commend what we do not cherish. 

d. It’s been said that we serve a missionary God – The Father sent the Son, the 
Son sent the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit sends us. 

e. Everyone of us in this room has a sphere of relationships that God has 
sovereignly designed.  God wants us to see ourselves as missionaries to our 
sphere.  We call this living on mission with God. 

1) We all have family, friends, co-workers, neighbors, acquaintances, etc. 

2) The idea is not that we go out and beat people over the head, but that we 
are thoughtful and prayerful about how to serve them and love them and 
eventually engage them in conversation about this radical Jesus and His  
Upside-Down Kingdom.  

II. CONCLUSION 
A. So, here’s my closing question:  Are you a citizen of the Right-Side-Up Kingdom or the 

Upside-Down Kingdom?  There is no overlap of these kingdoms… 
1. It’s like being pregnant – you either are or you’re not. 
2. Or flying in an airplane at 30,000 feet – you’re either in or out. 

B. Here’s how one theologian says it: “The life of God’s people will be seen, first of all, in a 
remarkable reversal of values. They will prize what the world calls pitiable, and suspect 
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what the world thinks is desirable.”4  The mark of an active, intentional follower of Jesus 
Christ is that there has been a “reversal of values.”   

C. In the Upside-Down Kingdom we enjoy the liberation of working FROM God’s favor 
instead of working FOR God’s favor.   

D. If you are here today and you find yourself saying, “I hear what you’re saying and 
currently I am a citizen of the Right-Side-Up Kingdom, but I want to do some more 
thinking, studying, and deeply consider what you’re saying.”  If that’s you, you are 
certainly welcome here.  You don’t have to believe in order to participate in the life and 
ministries here at Sunridge.  Take your time (just know that eternity may be hanging in 
the balance ). 

E. The people that I am MOST concerned about today are those that THINK you’re a 
citizen of the Upside-Down Kingdom, but your life shows no indication of a ‘reversal of 
values.’  I’m concerned for anyone who may think they are a citizen of the Right-Side-Up 
Kingdom just because they attend church regularly – or, intermittedly… 

1. Raising your hand at a church service or praying a prayer does not necessarily get 
us in.  There needs to be a heart change… 

2. The proper response to the gospel is two-fold: faith and repentance. These are 
not two distinct responses but rather two parts of the same response – like two sides 
of the same coin.  Repentance is turning away from sin, while faith is turning 
toward God. 

3. 2 Cor. 13:5: “Test yourselves to see if you are in the faith; examine yourselves! Or 
do you not recognize this about yourselves, that Jesus Christ is in you—unless 
indeed you fail the test?” 

F. If you’re here today and would like to know more, I have three options for you: 

1. Talk with the person you came with. 
2. I will be back at Guest Central after the service if you’d like to talk. 

3. You can call or send an email to the church office (info@sunridgechurch.org) and 
someone will get back to you.  (One of our goals is that we have a prayer team 
available after the services in the next few weeks.)  

G. Closing prayer (and the worship team gathers for a closing song).   

 

                                                
4 Wilcox, Michael. The Message of Luke, IVP Academic 2004:85-86. 


